CHAIN IDENTIFICATION GUIDE

CHAIN ASSEMBLY

Master Link

Hook*

Splice Bolt

Chain Length (7 pitches shown)

TYPICAL CHAIN COMBINATIONS

- 2 – 2
- 3 – 4
- 4 – 4
- 4 – 5
- 5 – 6

TYPICAL CHAIN COMBINATIONS

2 LINK SECTION

5 LINK SECTION

THIS IS WHAT A CHAIN PART NUMBER TELLS YOU

161 45 07 L 4500

Chain Size
131 151 161 181 201

Chain Combination
(see above)
22 34 44 45 56

Tong Type
B = Bukup Tong
D = Drill Pipe Tong
D7 = Drill Pipe Tong (DA6184 only)
F = Friction Tong
L = Bull Tong
M = Machine Tong
T = Tongvise / Visetong

Hook Length

Chain Length (pitches)
(see above)

* Chains for 118 Bukup Tongs, 118 Bull Tongs, Drill Pipe Tongs, Friction Tongs, Tongvises and Visetongs have a chain screw and nut latching component instead of a chain hook.